Thermostabilizing mutations preferentially occur at structural weak spots with a high mutation ratio.
We apply Constraint Network Analysis (CNA) to investigate the relationship between structural rigidity and thermostability of five citrate synthase (CS) structures over a temperature range from 37 °C to 100 °C. For the first time, we introduce an ensemble-based variant of CNA and model the temperature-dependence of hydrophobic interactions in the constraint network. A very good correlation between the predicted thermostabilities of CS and optimal growth temperatures of their source organisms (R²=0.88, p=0.017) is obtained, which validates that CNA is able to quantitatively discriminate between less and more thermostable proteins even within a series of orthologs. Structural weak spots on a less thermostable CS, predicted by CNA to be in the top 5% with respect to the frequency of occurrence over an ensemble, have a higher mutation ratio in a more thermostable CS than other sequence positions. Furthermore, highly ranked weak spots that are also highly conserved with respect to the amino acid type found at that sequence position are nevertheless found to be mutated in the more stable CS. As for mechanisms at an atomic level that lead to a reinforcement of weak spots in more stable CS, we observe that the thermophilic CS achieve a higher thermostability by better hydrogen bonding networks whereas hyperthermophilic CS incorporate more hydrophobic contacts to reach the same goal. Overall, these findings suggest that CNA can be applied as a pre-filter in data-driven protein engineering to focus on residues that are highly likely to improve thermostability upon mutation.